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An asymptotic formula for the mean square of the remainder term 2a(x) is
obtained for &1<a<&12. The method of the proof is a theory about the
ChowlaWalum function.  1998 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
Let a be a real number satisfying &1<a<0, _a(n) the sum of a th
powers of positive devisors of n, and !(s) the Riemann zeta-function. Also,
we define the remainder term 2a(x) in a divisor problem as
2a(x)= :
nx
_a(n)&!(1&a) x&!(1+a)(1+a) } x1+a+!(&a)2
for any x>0.
It is an interesting problem to obtain an asymptotic formula for the
mean square of 2a(x). It is known by Meurman [4] that
|
X
0
2a(x)2 dx=(6+4a)&1 ?&2!(32&a) !(32+a) !(32)2
_!(3)&1 X32+a+O(X) (X1) (1.1)
for &12<a<0. This is an improvement on Kiuchi’s former result [2],
which gives the weaker error term O(X 54+a2+=). Meurman [4] also
proved that
|
X
0
2&12(x)2 dx=!(32)2 (24!(3))&1 } X log X+O(X)
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and
|
X
0
2a(x)2 dx=O(X )
for &1<a<&12.
Before Meurman’s result was published, Matsumoto [3] proposed a
conjecture that the left-hand side of (1.1) would be
C1(a) X 32+a+C2(a) X+o(X ) if &12<a<0,
{C3 X log X+C4X+o(X ) if a=&12,D1(a) X+o(X ) if &1<a<&12,
where C1(a), C2(a), C3 , C4 and D1(a) are certain contants.
In this paper we will prove this conjecture in the case of &1<a<&12.
In fact, we shall show that the left-hand side of (1.1) is D1(a) X+
O(X 32+a log X ) with
D1(a)=(2?2)&1 } :

n=1
(_1+a(n)n)2
for &1<a<&12, as a special case of our Theorem 1, which will be given
in Section 4. Some generalizations (1.3) and (1.4) below are also discussed
(Theorem 2 and 3). In case &1<a<&12, the Voronoi formula does not
converge, and it is not so powerfull. Our main tool in this paper is the
formula
2a(x)=&Ga, 1(x)&xaG&a, 1(x)+O(xa2), (1.2)
where
Ga, 1(x)= :
n- x
naB 1(xn),
with B 1(t)=t&[t]&12. This result is given by Kanemitsu [1], where
more refined results are discussed. The function Ga, 1(x) is called the
ChowlaWalum function.
In this paper we shall also consider some generalizations of the problem.
We study the twisted sum defined by
:
nx
_a(n) /(n)&L(0, /) L(&a, /) (1.3)
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with a non-trivial primitive Dirichlet character /, where L(s, /) is the
corresponding Dirichlet L-function, and a is a constant satisfying
&1<a<&12. Another generalizations is the sum
:
nx
(x&n) p _a(n)
with constants a, p satisfying &1<a and 0<p<&a&12. The error term
is defined as
Da, p(x)=p |
x
0
(x&y) p&1 2a(y) dy.
It will be shown that
|
X
0
Da, p(x)2 dx=Ca, p X+O(X 54+a2+p2- log X ) (X2)
with a certain constant Ca, p given explicitly. The error term may depend on
a and p. It follows that limp  p$&0 Ca, p= with p$= &a&12. This func-
tion Da, p(x) does not have any Voronoi-type formula.
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS
We begin with the following:
Lemma 1. Let X2. We fix two bounded real-valued functions f (t) and
g(t), periodic of the period A (>0), piecewise continuous and piecewise
monotonic. Assume that A0 f (t) dt=0. Then for any positive integer n- X
we have
:
m- X } |
Ym
Xm
f (xm) g(xn) dx }<<_&1(n) X log X,
where [Xm] and [Ym] are sequences satisfying 0<Ym&Xm<<X.
Proof. First suppose that A=1. Let 0<u<1, t # Z, n # Z, 1n- X.
We put
An, t=n&1 :
n&1
l=0
g((l+u)n) e(&ltn),
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where e(z)=e2?iz. Using the Abel transform and the estimate
:
l
j=0
e(&jtn)<<&tn&&1
(where &x& denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer), and noting
that g(t) is piecewise monotonic, we have
An, t<<|t|&1
for any non-zero integer t # [&n2, n2]. Also we can easily see that
g((l+u)n)= :
&[n2]+n&1
t=&[n2]
An, t e(ltn)
for any integer l. Hence we obtain
S(u) := :
m- X } :XmlYm f ((l+u)m) g((l+u)n) }
<< :
m- X
:
t # [&n2, n2]"[0]
Tm, n(t)|t|+ :
m- X } :XmlYm f ((l+u)m) } ,
with
Tm, n(t)= } :XmlYm f ((l+u)m) e(ltn) } .
Let M=min([Xm , Ym] & Z). We can find integers l1 and k such that
Ml1M+m&1, k0, l1+kmYm and l1+1+km>Ym . Then
:
XmlYm
f ((l+u)m) e(ltn)
={ :
l1
l=M
f ((l+u)m) e(ltn)={ :l $ # Z, 0l $k e(l $mtn)=
+{ :
M+m&1
l=l1+1
f ((l+u)m) e(ltn)={ :l $ # Z, 0l $k&1 e(l $mtn)= .
Hence it follows from  l $ e(l $mtn)<<min(Xm, &tmn&
&1) that
Tm, n(t)<<(n|t| ) } min(Xm, &tmn&&1)
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for any non-zero integer t # [&n2, n2]. Also we have
:
m&1
l=0
f ((l+u)m)= :
m&1
l=0 { f ((l+u)m) &|
l+1
l
f (xm) dx=
 :
m&1
l=0
|
l+1
l
| f ((l+u)m)&f (xm)| dx<<1
because f (t) is piecewise monotonic. So we have
:
XmlYm
f ((l+u)m)<<Xm+m<<Xm (by noting m- X ).
Hence
S(u)<< :
t # [&n2, n2]>[0]
nt2 \ :m- X min(Xm, &amq&
&1++X log X,
where q and a are integers satisfying q>0, (q, a)=1, aq=tn. By noting
:
m- X
min(Xm, &amq&&1)= :
q&1
l=0
:
m- X
min(Xm, &amq&&1)
<< :
q&1
l=1
&alq&&1 } - Xq+X log Xq<<X log Xq
(since q- X ), we obtain
S(u)<<\ :t # Z"[0] (n, t)t
2+ X log X\ :t # Z"[0] :d | (n, t) dt
2+ X log X
=\:d | n d \ :t#0 (mod d ), t{0 t
&2++ X log X<<_&1(n) X log X.
The lemma for A=1 now follows from this estimate, because the sum in
the statement of the lemma is <<10 S(u) du+- X. For general A, we
merely replace f (t) and g(t) by f (At) and g(At) to obtain the assertion of
the lemma. There is a remark about this lemma in Section 3.
Lemma 2. Let [qn] be a bounded complex sequence satisfying
:
nx
qn=gx+h&P(x)
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with certain constants g, h and a function P(x) satisfying
|
T
0
P(x) dx<<1, P(x)<<1
for T>0. Then the Dirichlet series F(s)=n=1 qnn
&s is absolutely con-
vergent in the half-plane Re(s)>1, and this function can be continued
meromorphically to the region Re(s)>&1, where F(s)&g(s&1) is regular.
Also we have
:
mnx
qmqn ma=gF(1&a)x+g(1+a)&1 F(1+a)x1+a+F(0) F(&a)
& :
n- x
qnnaP(xn)& :
n- x
qn xanaP(xn)+Oa(xa2)
for &1<a<0.
This lemma follows easily by an application of the splitting up argument of
Dirichlet and of the EulerMaclaurin summation formula. So we omit the
proof of this lemma.
Corollary 2.1. Putting qn=1 in Lemma 2, we have (1.2) for any a
satisfying &1<a<0.
Corollary 2.2. Putting qn=/(n) in Lemma 2, we have that the quan-
tity (1.3) is equal to
&Ga, 1(x, /)&xaG&a, 1(x, /)+O/(xa2)
with
Ga, 1(x, /)= :
n- x
/(n) naP(xn, /),
where &1<a<0,
P(t, /)=P0(t, /)&q&1 |
q
0
P0(u, /) du, (2.1)
P0(t, /)= & :
nt
/(n), (2.2)
and q is the conductor of /.
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Lemma 3. Let a and b be real constants satisfying a, b # (&1, 0).Then we
have
:
nx
_1+a(n)_1+b(n)<<x3+a+b
for any x1.
We omnit the proof of this lemma since it follows easily.
3. SOME NECESSARY ESTIMATIONS
We will obtain some estimations necessary to prove the main results.
Assume that f (t) and g(t) satisfy the same conditions as in Lemma 1, and
A0 g(t) dt=0 also holds. For any real a, b and x0, we put
Ha(x)= :
n- x
rn, a f (xn)
and
Kb(x)= :
n- x
sn, b g(xn),
where [rn, a], [sn, b] are sequences satisfying
rn, a<<na, sn, b<<nb.
Also let k and h be fixed positive integers.
Lemma 4. Let a+b<&1 and a, b # (&1, 0) be fixed. Then we have
|
X
0
Ha(hx) } xbK&b(kx) dx, |
X
0
xaH&a(hx) } xbK&b(kx) dx
<<x(3+a+b)2 log X(X2).
Proof. It is easily seen that X0 Ha(hx) K&b(kx) dx is estimated as
<< :
m- hx, n- kx
man&b } |
X
max(m2h, n2k)
f (hxm) g(kxn) dx } .
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We replace n&b by (kX )&b2 in the above and apply Lemma 1 to the sum
on n. Then we have
<< :
m- hx
maX&b2_&1(m)X log X<<X (3+a&b)2 log X.
Hence, integrating by parts, we can show that the first integral of the
lemma is estimated as the assertion. As for the second integral of the
lemma, we replace m&a, n&b by (hX )&a2, (kX )&b2 and apply a similar
method.
Lemma 5. Let a+b<&1 and a, b # (&1, 0) be fixed. Then
C= :
m, n
rm, asn, b |
A
0
f ([km, hn] t(km)) g([km, hn] t(hn)) dt
is absolutely convergent. Also, it holds that
|
X
0
Ha(hx) Kb(kx) dx=CA } X+O(X(3+a+b)2 log X ) (X2) .
Proof. First we prove the absolute convergence of the series. For any
positive co-prime integers l1 and l2 , the estimate
|
A
0
f (l1 t) g(l2 t) dt<<(l1 l2)&1 (3.1)
can be shown by substituting the Fourier expansions of f (t) and g(t) into
the left-hand side, since the nth Fourier coefficient is of the order O(n&1).
Hence the assertion follows from the relation
khmn[km, hn]2 manb=(km, hn)2 (kh)&1 m&1+an&1+b
=k&ah&b(km, hn)a+b m&1+a1 n
&1+b
1
with
m1=km(km, hn), n1=hn(km, hn).
Next, we prove the second assertion of the lemma. We put
Zm, n=X&A[km, hn](kh) } [X(A[km, hn](kh))],
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where [x] denotes the integer part of x. We have
Ix :=|
X
0
Ha(hx) Kb(kx) dx
= :
n- kX
m- hX
rm, a sn, b |
X
max(m2h, n2k)
f (hxm) g(kxn) dx,
and we divide each integral as
|
X
max(m2h, n2k)
=|
X
zm, n
+|
Zm, n
max(m2h, n2k)
.
The first integral is equal to
[X(A[km, hn](kh))] } [km, hn](kh) |
A
0
f (l1x) g(l2x) dx
with
l1=[km, hn](km), l2=[km, hn](hn).
Therefore we obtain
IX=CXX+RX+O(X (3+a+b)2)
with
CX= :
m- hX, n- kX
rm, asn, bA&1
_|
A
0
f ([km, hn]x(km)) g([km, hn]x(hn)) dx,
and
RX= :
m- hX, n- kX
rm, asn, b |
Zm, n
max(m2h, n2k)
f (hxm) g(kxn) dx
<< :
m- hX, n- kX
manb } |
Zm, n
max(m2h, n2k)
f (hxm) g(kxn) dx } .
Here, the error estimate follows by using (l1 l2)&1 [km, hn]=(km, hn)<<
- X and (3.1). We devide the range of m and n in the last sum into
- h 2 j&1<m- h 2 j, n- k 2 j (3.2)
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and
m- h 2j&1, - k 2j&1<n- k 2 j, (3.3)
where
j=.. . . . ., &1, 0, 1, 2, . . . . . ., [log - Xlog 2]+1,
and m and n satisfy m- hX and n- kX. If j is large and (3.2) is
satisfied, replace ma in the sum by (- h 2 j&1)a and apply Lemma 1 to the
sum on m since Zm, n and max(m2h, n2k) are of the order 22j. Then the
subsum is estimated as
<<:
n
2ajnb_&1(n) 22j log X<<2(3+a+b) j log X.
For the subsum over the range (3.3), we replace nb by (- k 2j&1)b and
esrimate similarly. Hence we have
RX<<:
j
2(3+a+b) j log X<<X (3+a+b)2 log X.
Lastly we consider CX . We put
tl=l 2 :
[km, hn]=l
rm, asn, bA&1 |
A
0
f \[km, hn]km x+ g \
[km, hn]
hn
x+ dx
and estimate t l as <<_1+a(l) _1+b(l ) by using (3.1). Also we define tl$ by
replacing the integral by its absolute value in the definition of tl and
estimate t l$ similarly. If [km, hn]- X, then m- X and n- X hold.
Hence we obtain CX=l=1 t l l
&2+O( l>- X t l$ l
&2). We estimate this
error term by Lemma 3 to obtain
CX=CA+O(X 1+a+b)2).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
The next lemma will be applied to the study of the sum weighted by
(x&n) p.
Lemma 6. Let a and p be real constants satisfying &1<a<&12 and
0<p<&a&12. For any x>0, we define Wa, p(x) by
Wa, p(x)=p |
x
0
(x&y) p&1 Ha(y) dy.
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Also let w(t)=p 0 f (t&y) y
p&1 dy (which is expressed by the Fourier coef-
ficient of the order O((degree)&1&p)). Then we have
|
X
0
Wa, p(x)2 dx=Ca, p X+O(X32+a+p log X )
for X2, with
Ca, p=A&1 :
m, n \rm, a rn, a(mn)
p |
A
0
w([m, n] tm) w([m, n] tn) dt+ .
Proof. We find
Wa, p(x)= :
n- x
rn, a |
x
n2
f ( yn) p(x&y) p&1 dy
= :
n- x
rn, a n p |
xn
n
f (y) p(xn&y) p&1 dy
= :
n- x&1
rn, an p |
xn
0
f (xn&y) py p&1 dy+O(xa2+p),
because
|
n
0
f ( y)(xn&y) p&1 dy<<(xn&n) p&1
for n- x&1,
:
n- x&1
na+p(xn&n) p&1<<x(1+a)2 :
n- x&1
(- x+n) p&1 (- x&n) p&1
<<x(a+p)2 :
n- x&1
(- x&n) p&1<<xa2+p,
and
np |
xn
n
p(xn&y) p&1 dy=(x&n2) p<<x p2
for n=[- x]. Therefore, noting
|
xn
0
f (xn&y) py p&1 dy= |

0
f (xn&y) py p&1 dy+O((xn) p&1),
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we see that
Wa, p(x)= :
n- x
rn, an pw(xn)+O(xa2+p).
Hence applying Lemma 5 (see the remark below) we obtain
|
X
0
Wa, p(x)2 dx=Ca, p X+O(X 32+a+p log X ),
which is the assertion of the lemma. Here we applied Cauchy’s inequality
to obtain the error estimate.
Remark. In the above proof of Lemma 6, we applied Lemma 5 to the
function Wa, p(x). Since Lemma 1 was used in the proof of Lemma 5, we
should check that the function w(t) satisfies the condition of Lemma 1
(with f =g=w). In order to prove Lemma 1 we assumed the condition of
piecewise monotonicity to get that some quantities appearing in the proof
are estimated as O(1). In the case of w(t), instead of the piecewise
monotonicity, we can show that
:
N
i=1
|w(ai)&w(ai+1)|<<1
for any sequence satisfying
0a1<a2<a3< } } } } } } <aN<aN+1A,
which is sufficient to guarantee the validity of Lemma 1 for w(t). To prove
the above property, we divide the function w(t) as
w(t)=w1(t)+w2(t)
with
w1(t)=p |
1
0
f (t&y) y p&1 dy
and
w2(t)=p |
t&1
&
f (u)(t&u) p&1 du
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It follows easily that w2$(t)<<1. Also, we have
:
N
i=1
|w1(ai)&w1(ai+1)|p |
1
0 \ :
N
i=1
| f (ai &y)& f (ai+1&y)|+ } y p&1 dy<<1.
Hence the claimed property is proved.
We also need the next lemma to study the weighted sum.
Lemma 7. Let a and p be real constants satisfying &1<a<&12,
0<p<&a&12. We define Ra, p(x) by
Ra, p(x)=p |
x
0
(x&y) p&1 yaH&a( y) dy
for x>0 and rn, &a # R. Then we have
|
X
0
Ra, p(x)2 dx<<X 32+a+p log X
for X2.
Proof. We put
F1(x)=pxp&1 (Xx>0)
0 (x0 or x>X),
F2(x)=xaH&a(x) (Xx>0)
0 (x0 or x>X),
and
F3(x)=|

&
F1(x&y) F2( y) dy.
Then F3(x)=Ra, p(x) for 0xX. Hence using Plancherel’s theorem we
obtain
|
X
0
Ra, p(x)2 dx|

&
F3 (x)2 dx<<|

&
| f1(t) f2(t)|2 dt
=2 |

0
| f1 (t) f2(t)| 2 dt,
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where
fj (t)=|

&
Fj (x) e(txA) dx ( j=1, 2).
Since
f1(t)=pt&p |
Xt
0
y p&1e(yA) dy<<t&p
for t>0, we have
|

0
| f1(t) f2(t)| 2 dt<<|
1(2 - X )
0
| f1 (t) f2(t)| 2 dt+X p |

1(2 - X )
| f2(t)| 2 dt.
Applying Plancherel’s theorem and Lemma 4, we see that the second term
in the above is O(X 32+a+p log X ). On the other hand,
f2(t)= :
n- X
rn, &an1+a |
Xn
n
f (x) e(ntxA) xa dx
can be estimated as
f2(t)<<X1+a2 (3.4)
for 0<t1(2 - X). To show this estimate, we first note that
|
y
0
f (x) e(uxA) dx<<1 (3.5)
holds for 0u12 and y0. In fact, we devide the integral as
|
nA
0
+|
y
nA
with n=[yA], and evaluate the first integral as
|
nA
0
f (x) e(uxA) dx= :
n&1
j=0
e( ju) |
A
0
f (x) e(uxA) dx
= :
n&1
j=0
e( ju) |
A
0
f (x) (e(uxA)&1) dx
<< } :
n&1
j=0
e( ju)} } |e(u)&1|=|e(nu)&1|2,
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hence obtain (3.5). When 0<t1(2 - X) and n- X, we can use (3.5)
with u=nt. Therefore, after integration by parts we have
|
Xn
n
f (x) e(ntxA) xa dx
=(Xn)a |
Xn
n
f (y) e(ntyA) dy&|
Xn
n \|
x
n
f (y) e(ntyA) dy+ axa&1 dx<<na .
Combining this estimate with rn, &a<<n&a, we obtain
f2(t)<< :
n- X
n1+a<<X1+a2,
which is (3.4) .
Hence we obtain
|
1(2 - X )
0
| f1(t) f2(t)|2 dt<<X 2+a |
1(2- X )
0
t&2p dt (by (3.4))
<<X 32+a+p (by p<12).
This completes the proof of the lemma.
4. MAIN RESULTS AND THEIR PROOFS
Now we shall state and prove our main results.
Theorem 1. Let a and b be real constants satisfying
a+b< &1, &1<a<0, &1<b<0.
Also let c be a rational constant written as hk (k, h # N; (k, h)=1). Then we
have
|
X
0
2a(cx) 2b(x) dx=CX+O(X (3+a+b)2 log X )
for X2, with
C=1(2?2kh) :

n=1
_1+a(hn) _1+b (kn)n2.
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Corrollary. For any real constant a satisfying &1<a<&12, we
obtain the asymptotic formula
|
X
0
2a(x)2 dx=(2?2)&1 \ :

n=1
(_1+a(n)n)2+ X+O(X 32+a log X ) .
Proof of Theorem 1. In order to proof the theorem, it suffices to show
that
|
X
0
2a(hx) 2b(kx) dx=CX+O(X (3+a+b)2 log X )
holds. From Lemma 5, we have
|
X
0
Ga, 1(hx) Gb, 1(kx) dx=C$X+O(X (3+a+b)2 log X ),
with
C$= :
m, n
manb |
1
0
B 1([km, hn] t(km)) B 1([km, hn] t(hn)) dt.
Applying the formula
|
1
0
B 1(l1t) B 1(l2t) dt=
1
12l1 l2
(4.1)
which is valid for any co-prime positive integers l1 and l2 , we have
C$=kh12 } :
m, n
m1+an1+b[km, hn]2.
Also we have
! (2)C$= :
hn | l
m, n, l
km | l
khm1+an1+b(12l 2)= :
n | kl
m, n, l
m | hl
khm1+an1+b[12(khl)2] (4.2)
=1(12kh) } :
l
1&2 :
m | hl
m1+a :
n | kl
n1+b,
which implies C$=C.
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Next, we apply Lemma 4 to obtain that
|
X
0
Ga, 1(hx) } xb G&b, 1(kx) dx, |
X
0
Gb, 1(kx) } xaG&a, 1(hx) dx,
and
|
X
0
xaG&a, 1(hx) } xbG&b, 1(kx) dx
are O(X(3+a+b)2 log X). Hence we have
|
X
0
(Ga, 1(hx)+(hx)a G&a, 1(hx))(Gb, 1(kx)+(kx)b G&b, 1(kx)) dx
=CX+O(X (3+a+b)2 log X ).
Combining this result with (1.2), we obtain
|
X
0
2a(hx)) 2b(kx) dx
=CX+|
X
0
(Ga, 1(hx)+(hx)a G&a, 1(hx)) } O(xb2) dx
+|
X
0
(Gb, 1(kx)+(kx)b G&b, 1(kx)) } O(xa2) dx
+|
X
0
O(xa2+b2) dx+O (X(3+a+b)2 log X ) .
Noting the trivial estimations
Ga, 1(hx)+(hx)a G&a, 1(hx)<<x (1+a)2
and
Gb, 1(kx)+(kx)b G&b, 1(kx)<<x(1+b)2,
we see that the assertion of the theorem now follows.
The next theorem gives an asymptotic formula for the mean square of
2a(x, /) defined by (1.3) .
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Theorem 2. Let / be a non-trivial and primitive Dirichlet character of
conductor q, a be a real constant satisfying &1<a<&12.Then we have
|
X
0
|2a(x, /)|2 dx=q(2?2) \ :
(n, q)=1
(_1+a(n)n)2+ X+O/(x32+a log X)
for X2.
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1 (with
c=1, k=h=1, b=a), and we use Corollary 2.2 instead of Corollary 2.1.
Hence we only have to obtain the value of the following series:
C = :
m, n
mana/(m) /(n) |
1
0
P([m, n] qtm, /) P([m, n] qtn, /) dt,
where the function P(t, /) is defined by (2.1) and (2.2). We note that in
Lemma 1, the functions f (t) and g(t) are real-valued. But we can easily see
that Lemma 1 holds when f (t) and g(t) are complex-valued functions and
Re( f (t)), Re( g(t)), Im( f (t)), and Im( g(t)) satisfy the assumptions of
Lemma 1 and A0 f (t) dt=0 holds. Therefore we can apply Lemma 1 to the
present situation. From (2.2) we have
|
1
0
P0(qt, /) e(&nt) dt=& :
q&1
m=1
/(m)
1&e(&nmq)
&2?in
=W(/ ) }
/ (n)
n
for any non-zero integer n, where W(/) is a certain value whose absolute
value is q12(2?). From the Fourier expansion implied from the above, we
get
|
1
0
P(l1qt, /) P(l2qt,/) dt=q(2?2) } /(l1) / (l2) } (l1 l2)&1 :
(q, n)=1
n&2,
for integers l1 and l2 satisfying l1>0, l2>0, (l1 , l2)=1. Hence we have
C =q(2?2) } \ :
(n, q)=1
n&2+\ :
(mn, q)=1
m, n
[m, n]&2 m1+an1+a+ .
The right-hand side can be evaluated by the method similar to (4.2).
Finally, we will give an asymptotic formula for the mean square of the
error term in the weighted sum defined by (1.4).
Theorem 3. Let a and p be real constants satisfying
&1<a< &12, 0<p<&a&12.
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Then we have
|
X
0
Da, p(x)2 dx=Ca, p X+O(X 54+a2+p2 - log X )
for X2. The constant Ca, p is given as
Ca, p=21( p+1)2 (2?)&2p&2 :

n=1
(_1+a+2p(n) n&1&p)2.
Proof. First, from (1.2) and (1.4) we have
Da, p(x)=&H(x)+R(x)+O(xa2+p),
where
H(x)=p |
x
0
(x&y)p&1 Ga, 1( y) dy
and
R(x)=&p |
x
0
(x&y)p&1 yaG&a, 1( y) dy.
From the Lemma 6, we have
|
X
0
H(x)2 dx=C$a, pX+O(X 32+a+p log X ),
with
C$a, p= :
m, n
(mn)a+p |
1
0
w([m, n] tm) w([m, n] tn) dt.
Nothing the Fourier expansion for B1(t), we find that the function w(t) is
given as
w(t)=p |

0
B 1(t&y) y p&1 dy
=&21(1+p)(2?)&1&p :

n=1
n&1&p sin(2?(nt&p4)).
Hence, by using the method similar to that applied to (4.2) and the for-
mula similar to (4.1), it follows that C$a, p=Ca, p .
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On the other hand, from Lemma 7, we have
|
X
0
R(x)2 dx<<X 32+a+p log X.
From these results and Cauchy’s inequality, the theorem follows.
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